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Envision Strategy, LLC is a government affairs and procurement solutions provider for industry 

and non-profits at the federal, state and local levels of government. 

 

Envision Strategy (Envision) is a government relations and strategic consulting firm dedicated to 

achieving success for our clients. Envision’s approach is more expansive than traditional government 

affairs. Our team sees the interrelationship between government and business while recognizing that for 

many clients, public opinion or project funding victories can be as, if not more, important as efforts in 

the legislative arena. Coupling deep bipartisan relationships with solid policy arguments, our principals 

have successfully worked to: 

 

• Support passage of key legislation at the state and federal levels of government 

• Provide regulatory counsel and solutions for industry, non-profits, and associations 

• Execute winning New York State and Federal grants consulting and writing engagements 

• Secure public sector procurement success for global companies and innovative small businesses 

 

Envision’s principals are hands-on. We believe direct involvement is the most effective way to 

represent the needs of our clients, develop comprehensive strategies and execute them effectively. Our 

firm prides itself on constant communication, transparency, and accountability and each of our 

principal’s expertise is leveraged for every client. We intentionally have no junior staff, and our clients 

enjoy the full force of our senior level capabilities to solve their challenges. 

 

Envision services an exclusive list of clients who reflect our firm’s roots and can integrate with our 

network of political contacts.  We strive to never encumber our relationships at any level of 

government, making certain conflicts do not arise.  Unlike other firms that may take the “we can do 

anything” approach, our team focuses on our core areas of expertise and influential relationships to 

deliver value to our clients.  We always strive to be direct with our clients on their best chance of 

success, the magnitude of the victory, and what makes the most business sense for their organization. 

 

Our team of talented professionals is comprised of former New York State, Congressional and 

Executive Branch staff, including former county and federal elected officials who are focused on 

tangible results and successful outcomes. Providing legislative strategy, directly working through 

relationships with Federal and State agencies, few are positioned to be so impactful for clients. Our team 

has a tremendous breadth of experience in crafting and driving policy in multiple practice areas including: 

 

• Healthcare 

• Transportation and Infrastructure 

• Local and County Government 

• Information Technology 

• Federal and State Procurement 

• Non-Profits 

• Organized Labor 

• Higher Education 

 

In closing, our team strength and creatively executed solutions are the basis of our firm's practice.  

Outside of our clients' success, our goal is to continue to grow our practice selectively, never 

overburdening our extensive resources and consistently delivering legislative, regulatory and economic 

victories for our clients. 


